GREEN FIT: Using resources and implements across brands

Farm operations often depend on multiple brands of equipment to efficiently meet the challenges at hand. Precision and innovative farming require intelligent, rugged and approved solutions to bridge between different systems and provide working results. Modern farmers are asking for interfaces to use resources and implements across brands.

Authorized interface
GREEN FIT by REICHHARDT is the authorized interface between the John Deere AutoTrac™ system and vehicle OEM guidance ready components.

Accepted standards
Cross-branded after-sales solutions add value to existing resources and enhance precision farming. The highest return on investment is realized from solutions that meet accepted quality and approval criteria authorized by the manufacturer. Approval by the vehicle OEM to control the machine is essential to maintain safety and warranty. This is guaranteed by GREEN FIT.

The quality and engineering standards John Deere claims for their own products apply to GREEN FIT. For optimum performance the following is required:

Application of AutoTrac™ will be enhanced
GREEN FIT is like all REICHHARDT products ISOBUS compatible. Both the ISOBUS functionality of the tractor as well as the functionality of GreenStar™ can be used, e. g. Section Control, documentation, ....

In the future GREEN FIT allows the combination of John Deere AutoTrac™ with the sensors for guidance by REICHHARDT.

Please refer to http://www.reichhardt.com/GREEN-FIT_EN.html to learn more for which vehicles GREEN FIT is available.

Required John Deere components
- StarFire™-Receiver 3000/6000
- GreenStar™-Display 1800/2630/4640 with AutoTrac™-Activation

GREEN FIT-components by Reichhardt
- GREEN FIT – main harness
- GREEN FIT – controller
- Vehicle specific harness
- Fitting material

Benefits
- Full AutoTrac™ functionality with supported vehicles
- Focused to John Deere’s quality and engineering standards
- All tractor functions remain and will be available
- Easy installation

Practical value
Familiar AutoTrac™ performance on a variety of vehicles
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